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Example 2

(Email posting to Scotch-Irish list, April 2004)

HiX,

Y reminded me of another possiblity. Perhaps your ancestors
acquired the lands through marriage and one of the requirements
was that the husband take the name of the family/estate? You see
that stipulation as well -- to keep the family name alive.

This family in any case is well worth pursuing since they were
gentry, so they'll show up in a lot more records than our usual
landless Scotch Irishry . They do have lots of memorials (land
recs) in Ireland. Check the gov. papers as well. That will keep
you out of trouble for the next 40 years or so! .

Have you checked them in "Irish PEdigrees" and the 6 volumes (published
in one) of Vistations?? How about the LDS Surname search? Might
find a pedigree or two. Check McAnlis's index of the MS's in
Dublin, too.

I found the Worlds Most Wonderful Pedigree of an English line of
mine (one branch lit out for Ireland in the 1500s)in the Irish
collection of pedigrees -- found in the LDS catalog via the Surname
search. I know we like to bash Irish records but they aren't all
so bad. This pedigree purported to take the line back through
to Normandy to the Duke of Normandy,via the wrong side of the
blanket, kinda like William the C himself! It's the BOURCHIER
pedigree for anyone interested in them. The English Bourchiers
hanging out on their surname list didn't know this stuff. I was
amazed! Of course I wouldn't bet more than 5 cents that it's correct
but it was fun to such a lovely thing, nicely written up in legible
and beautiful handwriting, unlike the stuff my ancestors are
usually documented in. Couldn't fit my ancestress in, of course....
minor daughterof a minor son, no doubt Howeverfinding a living
Bourchier in 1500 was a miracle, after the War of Roses.

After that I spent more time researching me English lines in
Ireland. The worse part about this Bourchier connection is that
the CHichesters married them too in Devon which means I COULD

be related to the Chichesters, as my Maude Bourchier/Alwyn CULMER
(factor and stewart to the bishop of Cornwall and Devon til/1530
or so) were in the same area.

z
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Example 3
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(CommenUquestionperiod at the end of a presentation by Dr. Waiter Edgar on his new book
Partisans and Redcoats! at Cowpens National Battlefield, Chesne, South Carolina, January 12,
2002. Park ranger (woman), local historian (woman), and Edgar are standing up front; audience
consists of about 20 local residents, all white, middle aged or older. Recorded by C-Span)

Edgar:

Woman:

Edgar:

Woman:

Woman:
Woman:

Edgar:

Woman:

Edgar:

Yes ma'am (turning and semi-pointing to woman in right corner of front row.)

I have a personal story about Ferguson's grave.
My great grandmother who was born in . uhm . .
1870.
ugh huh (softly)
And lived to be 99 years old. She was a Scotch Irish 'Carter from this
area.
Uhm . as a child she would take me to Fer Ferguson'sgrave every year.
She considered it a 'pilgrimage to go there
And throw a 'stone
On this dirty rotten scoundral's 'grave
[audience laughter]
[Which her 'father and her 'grandfather had taken 'her on this pilgramage
all of 'her life.]
'Now the 'sign says
To put a stone for some politically correct reason
[audience laughter]
[Not (unintelligible 1.0) not]
She took me 'there to throw the stone.
As she had been taught
All of 'her life.
Because he had been so horrible
That he still needed that stone thrown on his grave.

Ahh . ah . without
without revealing your age ma'am
When were you growing up that your grandmother took you
Ah. I don't mind
I'm 55 and I was born in 194'6.
And we made this pilgrimage
Until she passed away in the early 60s.
Allright
So so you're talking narly 200 years later
The feelings are still there among. the Scotch Irish here in the
Backcountry.

(Edgar turns and calls on another audience member)



Example 4
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(Telephone interview segment with Melungeon woman. Event described took place in east
Tennessee community in 2000 [Puckett 2001])

Sarah:

Anita:
Sarah:
Anita:

Woman:
Sarah:
Woman:

Anita:
Sarah:
Anita:
Sarah:

Anita:
Sarah:

Example 5

I spent about an hour standing out by the side of the road at
Smithfield [Hancock County] the other day talking to a
cousin that I never knew existed tiI Saturday

One a your cousins?
Uh-huh
Is it a fir. second or third cousin ur first cousin? Couldn't a

been a [first J
[[? 1.0?JJdown from John Jones and Sam Worsham

Uh-huh
All of us do

But it branches off about the fourth generation
Uh-huh

And he goes down one side and I come down the other
How bout that .

But. . I never knew the man existed until
He was standing there on the side of the road talking to Will
Smith and he says "See this young feller co_mingdown the side of the
road here" he says "He's a good sort"
So 1stopped him and we started chatting
Uh-huh
And he told me stories about. . . [[Oct. 99]]

(Segments from documentary on Monacan tribe [Monacan Indian Nation 1997])

A. Man1:

B. Man2:

Remember who your grandmothersand grandfathers were from the beginning of
time.

We are in the process of talking to our elders
An getting how they grew up
And the things they had to go through to get to where they are today
Some of them all they've done their whole life is work hard
An some have very little to show for it other than. what we're tryin to do now by

uhm putting back pri:de in our young people
And bein proud of who they are.
And it's because of these old people that we are able to to set here an and do

some of the things we are becausewithout them. there would be no
Monacan tribe

Nor tribal council. no nothing as far as the way we know it today
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Example 6

(Transcription from an oral history of a Montgomery County, Virginia, African American woman,
Elaine.Carater, who left the area as a young adult to live "up North." Ms. Carter is 70 years old
[Special Collections, Virginia Tech Digital Library and Archives])

Now how many brothers and sisters do you have?

There are two siblings. I have an older sister, who is 22 months older than me, and then I had a
younger brother, and I was 21,20 months older than him. So we were very close together.

. . . . . . . . .

With their family very close?

Yes, and see, my father's father was enslaved in Roanoke County. After the war, they wereput
off the plantation that they had lived and worked on. His mother with the children that she had.
His father had been sold South. Whenhe was a little boy, he remembers him in chainswith the
bit in his mouth, and I grew as a child hearing about that. In fact, the family reunion has his
picture, but he and his siblings and his mother built a sort of a hut that they lived in until they were
able to...

That was the last they saw of him?

That's my grandfather (showing a picture of her grandfather in a family reunion brochure). So he
traveled as far as Boston in an effort to earn, after the war was over, to earn money. But he
returned to Elliston, married my father's mother who was also an ex-slave, who'd been enslaved
right in Elliston. They didn't call the village that then, but the family who enslaved her, their home
is still there. They bore sixteen children.

My goodness!

My father was one of sixteen children.
So both his parents were ex-slaves?

Both of my father's. My father was a direct descendant of slaves.

Did you hear much about slavery or things about it when you were growing up?

Not through my father, but through my mother. My mother's grandmother was an ex- slave, and
she was very close to her grandmother. She reared her on slave stories and my mother carried
hate, hatred of the state of slavery and a very strong distrust, disrespect, no regard for all white
people. I guess in scientific or classically my mother was a racist. And so she really filled us with
slave stories and cautioned us very much as regards race and mixingwith white people. That
was one of her legacies that filled my soul as a little girl and intensified my fear. The fear was
real, but my mama intensified it. In contrast to her own mother, who was a daughter of a slave
who rarely mentioned it and really thought my mother could make better uses of her time. But
Mama enjoyed helping us to remember. My grandfatherdied when I was five years old, the
grandfather who was a slave.

This is your father's side?

Yes, my paternal grandfather, and so I remember a stern--that face you see there was the face I
.saw,anq he-was in hisJate eighties I think at thetime. I GOuldcount the years, bat I.don't
associatehisdeathwithage. I.wasjusttoo young. .
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Table 1

Core features in Genealogical Discourse

Identifier Origins Mode of # of Gener- Modes of Communication Comments

Reckoning ations Documentation Channels
Scotch-Irish Ulster or Scotland by parenting up to 15-20 all modes of printed;

(white) individuals over written or printed handwritten;

generations historical electronic;
evidence; oral television; radio;
transmission; spoken
web and email;
tele/celllphone;
gravestones

Melungeon Portuguese, by parenting up to 15 usually oral; printed, Origins vary
Turkish, Native individuals over asserted, but sometimes electronic, significantly
American, Jewish, generations commonly printed through television, radio, by
Spanish, Northern around 4; census, spoken community or
European, and, sometimes obituaries, organiza-tion;
(rare) African up to 7 church, or other white

in passim local European
records; documenta-

gravestones tion or
Dawes lists

frequently
used.

Monacan Virginia Piedmont by family/place up to 4-6 predominantly spoken; Genealogical
/tribe/ances-tors often using oral; census; newsletters; "tree" model

white church records; telephone; very weakly
surnames In passim gravestones developed in

citations favor of

group model
Black (Slavery) by name often through 3-5 Oral; very rarely, Spoken; tele/cell Reckoning

of plantation(s); mother's line, handwritten or phone; across

locale of residence; but !information printed handwritten several

(rare) Africa frequently documentation (rare); printed generations
lacking that is accurate (rare) very difficult

or valid


